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My greatest influences come from traditional stories told my mother, my grandmother and my grandfather

Baba Wague Diakite



Editorial

When we think of the arts in Mali, we tend to focus on the music; musicians such as Ali
Farka Toure and Bassekou Kouyate. So its necessary to add some balance, by introducing

a painter. Here is an excerpt from the Ko-Falen Cultural Center website...

Ko-Falen Cultural Center, located in Bamako, Mali is the inspiration of Baba Wagué
Diakité, a Malian artist and writer now living in Portland, Oregon. It has been his dream to

share the culture of his homeland with the people of his adopted home.

In Bambara, the word ko-falen means “gift exchange.” Ko-Falen Cultural Center seeks to 
promote cultural, artistic and educational exchanges between the people of the United 
States and Mali through art workshops, dance, music and ceremony. We believe that a 
greater understanding and respect between people can be reached through these 
personal exchanges.

A story teller, arts educator and cultural ambassador, as well as a painter and potter, I'm
happy to present to you, BABA WAGUE DIAKITE.

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production

Cover Painting – from Scholastic
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from Word Press
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Kassaro
He spent his early childhood in Kassaro, a small agricultural village, tending sheep,

working in the rice and peanut fields and stalking animals in the bush with his friends.

Bamako
He later moved to the town of Bamako where he enrolled in French school to complete his

formal education. 

Portland
The artist came to the US in 1985 and settled in Portland, where he began producing his

highly acclaimed books and painted ceramic work, which remain infused with West African
Folklore and the rich experiences of his rural childhood.

all excerpts from Portland Community College

His work has been shown in groups and solo shows in New York, San Diego, San
Francisco, Houston, and Portland, Oregon. He has been commissioned to create poster

designs for a number of Portland arts festivals, and has taught in the Oregon school
system through the Art-in-Education program. Diakité’s artistry, combined with his talent for

storytelling — well appreciated by the students whose schools he visits — made him a
natural for the field of children’s books, and his first picture book, a retelling of one of his

grandmother’s fables called The Hunterman and the Crocodile, was named a Coretta
Scott King Honor Book. Most recently, he has teamed up with his twelve-year-old daughter

Penda to publish “I Lost My Tooth in Africa”, a warm family story about the African tooth
fairy. from Ko-Falen Cultural Center 



 

from Eutectic Gallery

For this exhibition of new work he calls “Calm in Chaos”, Wague (pronounced “Wah-gay”)
has painted his own cosmic universe of dizzying and dazzling designs on a series of large

ceramic discs. Adhering to a rigorous palette of black and white, Wague has created an
overall design that begins to reveal itself the more one looks, while curator and long time
friend Jeffrey Thomas has organized the pieces on the walls “… like planets orbiting the

space, densely packed in a riot of pattern and decoration.” 

from Eutectic Gallery



from Pinterest

Wagué grew up drawing, first for his own pleasure, then for schoolwork and finally for part-
time jobs. He first learned claywork however, after meeting american artist Ronna

Neuenschwander, and moving to the US in 1985. There, he began using the cup and
saucer as his canvas. 

from African Art.com



Magazines
AFRIQUE/Etats Unis

Landscape Architecture
African Arts

Ceramics Monthly

Museums
Smithsonian Museum of African Art

Museum of African Art
(University of Iowa)

Los Angeles County Museum of African Art

The Holter Museum



from Amazon

Diakite's artistry, combined with his talent for storytelling — well appreciated by the
students whose schools he visits — made him a natural for the field of children's books,

and his first picture book, a retelling of one of his grandmother's fables calledThe
Hunterman and the Crocodile, was named a Coretta Scott King Honor Book. Most

recently, he has teamed up with his twelve-year-old daughter Penda to publish I Lost My
Tooth in Africa, a warm family story about the African tooth fairy.

from Scholastic 



from Amazon



from Mary Okeke Reviews

The authors of all seven books will receive their awards at a 25th anniversary dinner
November 3, 2017, from 6:00 – 9:00 pm, at St Francis Hall, 1340 Quincy Street NE,

Washington, DC. Ten previous winners are also attending the dinner, including Kathleen
Wilson winner of the first CABA, five-time CABA winner E.B. Lewis and two-time winners

Liz Zunon, Baba Wague Diakité and Ifeoma Onyefulu coming from the U.K. 

from Mary Okeke Reviews



MOTHER
“I am going to choose ideas from two women in my life — my mother who taught me to do
the black-and-white mud cloth and my grandmother who was the engine of everything, the

greatest storyteller on Earth to me,” says Diakité.

from OPB 

MALI
For the show, Diakité paints ceramics in black-and-white mud cloth designs — an art form

he learned from his mother in Mali.

from OPB 

MUD 
Mud cloth is handmade cotton fabric painted with a special dark clay from the riverbanks of

Mali, says Diakité. People of Mali customarily wear mud cloth with certain patterns to
convey wealth, status or cultural significance.

from OPB



Chant of Mud

In Mali it could be Diarre,
In Burkina Coulibaly.

Masters of mud,
Making bogolanfini.

Wrapper for a woman,
For a man a dashiki.
Colours of the earth,
Of cultural identity.
Expertise with mud,
Studied in academy.

Created also,
In the country called Ivory.
Where they call it Korhogo,

Symbols of literacy.
Guinea fowl and crocodile,
Inner beauty and fertility.

The wonder of mud,
In three West African countries.

Where every mud cloth,
Reveals its unique story.

Natty Mark Samuels



from Edifyathoren



from Portland Community College

Malian folklore springs to life in the exquisitely painted ceramics that have become
Diakité's (The Hatseller and the Monkeys) illustrative trademark. Set against solid color

fields, his bold pottery extends an energizing magic to a traditional African tale of an
enchanted gourd. The gourd, which fills with whatever its owner desires, is a gift to Brother

Rabbit for his altruism in freeing Chameleon from a thorny bush. Rabbit uses the magic
vessel to feed his hungry family and the rest of his impoverished village.

from Publishers Weekly



Wague and Ronna
Wagué and his wife, artist Ronna Neuenschwander, have collaborated artistically on a

number of projects... 

Mosiac
They recently completed a large tile floor mosaic for the Serengeti Plaza at the Oregon

Zoo

Animation
An animated film by Jim Blashfield entitled ''My Dinner With The Devil Snake''

Documentary
An award-winning documentary film by William Donker of their lives entitled “Don’t Paint

Lizards On My Wall 

all excerpts from About Wague



from Eutectic Gallery



from Scholastic



from Musing About Mud



Stories
Wague is a natural born storyteller. He is animated and engaged when he shares these

stories. 

from Eutectic Gallery

Videos
The Hatseller And The Monkeys – 19.59

About Ko-Falen Cultural Centre – 15.19

The Magic Gourd – 9.34

The Hunterman And The Crocodile – 8.20

Baba Wague Diakite Performs Invocation At The Capital, June 17, 2009 – 8.05

I Lost My Tooth In Africa – 6.08

Magic Gourd – 4.36

The Animals Inside: A Totem Mural Project – 3.54

Pende Diakite At The African-American Film Market – 0.55



from Goodreads

One of the major figures in African folklore is the round-bellied trickster-spider Ananse,
who outwits enemies large and small. With The Pot of Wisdom, a wider audience can
enjoy these delightful tales. Adwoa Badoe’s witty retellings and Baba Wague Diakite’s
colorful images bring Ananse and his amusing — and instructive — adventures to life. 

from Goodreads



Artist and Storyteller Wagué Diakité, ‘Weaving’ a Bogolan Mural at his Ko-Falen Cultural
Center in Bamako, Mali, West Africa

from Out of Africa – Daybo Lee 

I read everything I could get my hands on by Amadou Hamate Ba, ''Sage of Bandiagara”,
while my children wandered through the wondrous world of the renowned artist and

storyteller Baba Wague Diakite

Wagué, which means “A man of trust” in his native Bambara (a language which I struggled
to master, if not for the long, eloquent salutations!), was himself entrusted with a ‘library’:

his grandmother’s trove of traditional legends, oral histories, and folk stories, passed down
from the most ancient vocal archives. It is through this artist’s murals, ceramics, and

bogolanfini tableaux that a ‘library’ is ever preserved.

Our copies of The Hunterman and the Crocodile, The Hatseller and the Monkeys, and The 
Magic Gourd may have traces of fine Harmattan dust and years of page-flipping, but the 
tales, with such rich illustration, have lost none of their poignancy. Their utter universality, 
their Aesopian/La Fontaine/Slobodkinan resonance as if from a distant common voice, 
makes us aware that we truly are ‘one humanity.’

Daybo Lee – from Out of Africa



from OPB

I always say without stories there is no art

 Baba Wague Diakite

from OPB

Diakité brings humans, animals, trees and objects to life in his paintings. He wants the
viewers to appreciate that “we are a part of everything” and that we have a connection to

fish, spiders, frogs and other things that share the planet with us.

“It shows our human connection, our relationship with the environment. One of the things 
that my grandmother always talked about is the importance of living in harmony in nature 
and the necessity of placing man among, not above, all living things,” says Diakité.

from OPB


